DatacenterPeople to lead panel at DatacenterDynamics Converged London.
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Peter Hannaford of DatacenterPeople to stress that people are the most critical component in the design,
construction and operation of data centres.
London, United Kingdom: DatacenterPeople (http://www.datacenterpeople.org/), a leader in talent for the
data centre industry has announced its CEO, Peter Hannaford is to lead a panel discussion on November
14th at DatacenterDynamics Converged London
(http://www.datacenterdynamics.com/conferences/2012/london-2012). The panel is to discuss and address how
to keep your data centre teams at peak performance including how to attract, retain and train talented
data center staff as well as how to keep personnel operating at peak performance. Joining Mr Hannaford
for the discussion are senior executives from DatacenterDynamics, Interxion, Cable & Wireless,
Operational Intelligence Ltd. and Talent 4 Tech.
CEO, Peter Hannaford (http://www.datacenterdynamics.com/node/25484) said “Our Company brings 40 years
of collective experience in helping organisations find and support the best people within their data
centre environments and we’re delighted to be able to join this panel and share some of our key
learnings. People are the critical component of any data centre business and exploiting best practise to
help them grow and develop is one of the wisest business decisions any organisation can make”.
“Data centres have recently been described as an industry that wastes energy but there is a clear link
between highly skilled and motivated staff and keeping facilities operating at high efficiency.
Inexperienced and insufficiently educated staff also increases the risk of unplanned downtime. Both of
these points highlight the vital importance of people in this business” said Mr Hannaford.
DatacenterPeople’s (http://www.datacenterpeople.org/) focused experience has enabled the company to
assemble some specific and targeted insights that will benefit all industry participants. The Panel:
Keeping your team at “Peak Performance” – how to acquire, retain and train talent will be held at
DCD London on November 14th at 12:10pm in Hall 6.
==Ends==
About DatacenterPeople:
DatacenterPeople are the leading experts in data centre recruitment. DCP benefits from extensive global
networks and its founders have worked in the industry for over 40 years. DCP uses its team of specialist
consultants to attract, locate and retain the finest permanent, interim and professional staff for the
data centre industry.
DCP implements the finest employment strategy for candidate and client alike. DatacenterPeople: providing
the people behind a successful data centre.
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